The Conductivity Assistant converts raw conductivity data from a U24 logger to Specific Conductance and/or Salinity. You can also use it to enter field calibration measurements recorded at the beginning and end of a deployment for calibration and to compensate for drift and sensor fouling effects.

1. Read out a U24 series logger or open a datafile from a U24 logger.
2. From the Plot Setup window, select the Conductivity Assistant and click the Process button.
3. In the Conductivity Assistant window, select the conductivity series that corresponds to the range of your data.

   - For the U24-001 logger, select either Conductivity Low Range when the data is always less than 1,000 µS/cm or select Conductivity Full Range (default) when the data goes above 1,000 µS/cm as shown below.

   - For the U24-002-C logger, select either Conductivity Low Range when the data is always less than 10,000 µS/cm or select Conductivity High Range (default) when the data goes above 10,000 µS/cm as shown below.
4. Select your desired Temperature Compensation method.
   - Use “Non-linear, Natural Water Compensation per EN27888” for freshwater lakes and streams.
   - Use “Linear compensation default at 2.1 %/°C” or “Linear compensation at <your own value> for NaCl solutions or other linear solutions.
   - Use "Non-linear, Sea Water Compensation based on PSS-78" for salt water or salt marshes.

5. Select a Calibration Method. By default, data is calibrated using the factory calibration. To enter your own calibration values, select “Use measured points for calibration” and then enter temperature and actual conductivity (not specific conductance) values from your calibration readings taken with a field meter. These field measurements will be used to provide calibrated conductivity and salinity data series by adjusting the data as a percentage of the reading. See Calibration below for more information.
   - Starting and Ending Value: This method calibrates your data and adjusts for sensor drift or fouling. This assumes there is a linear change in calibration adjustment required.
   - Starting value only: All readings are adjusted up or down by a fixed percentage of the reading based on this calibration point.
   - Ending Value Only: The factory calibration value is used as the starting point. This assumes there is a linear change in calibration adjustment required.

   **Note:** You cannot use a zero-point calibration solution for starting and ending values. The first data point cannot be used as the ending value; consider using that as the starting value instead.

6. Select the Only Report Data Between the Selected Points checkbox if you want readings from before or after the calibration points to be removed from the resulting series.

7. In the Series Name field, keep the default name or type a new one.

8. Type any User Notes concerning the series you are creating (optional).

9. Click the Create New Series button.

10. The Plot Setup dialog lists a series called Specific Conductance (or the name you entered for Series Name). The default units are microSiemens/cm (µS/cm). You can change the units to milliSiemens/cm (mS/cm) if desired. The default units for salinity are ppt (parts per thousand) and this cannot be changed.
11. Click **Plot** to plot the data. The Details Pane will show the series selected in Plot Setup:
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After the plot is displayed, you may apply minimum, maximum, and average filters to the scaled series as you would for any sensor data series in HOBOware Pro.

12. Save this plot as a Project to preserve this processed data.

**Calibration**

It is important to take temperature and conductivity calibration readings with a portable conductivity meter at both the beginning (launchtime) and end of a deployment (readout) because these readings are necessary for data calibration and to compensate for any measurement drift during deployment. The conductivity calibration readings should be the actual conductivity values (not in specific conductance at 25°C), and should be recorded in a notebook with the time and location of the reading. See the logger manual for details on different methods to record these values.

1. Once the logger is deployed and logging, record in a notebook the temperature and actual conductivity meter readings along with the date and time which will be entered into the Conductivity Assistant to correct the field data.

2. Before you remove the logger and read out its data, take another temperature and conductivity reading with the meter and record the exact date and time.

3. Enter these values under the "Use measured points for calibration" option in the Conductivity Assistant.

**Notes:**

- Whenever a logger is removed for downloading data, clean the sensor window using a cotton swab with a mild detergent and rinse.

- If the water in the field is not accessible to the conductivity meter sensor, such as in a deep well, a bailer can be used to fetch a water sample for testing. See the logger manual for more details.